Finland establishing the internet of genomics and health data.
Genomic data, i.e. measurement of variation in the complete genome has revolutionized genetic research and changed our understanding of the pathogenetic mechanisms of diseases. Genomic data in combination with Finnish special strengths - population history, the nation's comprehensive health records and a strong research tradition in genetic epidemiology - has made Finland a testing laboratory for diseases of public health importance. At the same time, genomic research has changed into statistical evaluation of large masses of data - big data. New research knowledge is now descending to the prevention and treatment of diseases, and this will affect future medical practices. In this reform, Finland has a chance to be a key player. The change is, however, global, and the world will not wait that Finland is ready, but instead we have to take care of it ourselves. When successful, new kind of research will help better allocate health care resources, provide more individualized care and stimulate businesses based on new technology.